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 Combining ZEUS and H1 F2 data     

H1 and ZEUS collected similar amount of data:  100 pb-1

           ➥  improved statistical precision by ~ 1/√2

           Improved systematic precision
           H1 and ZEUS detectors and data analysis are quite different. 
           ➥ The H1 and ZEUS cross-sections have different sensitivities to  
               similar sources of correlated systematic uncertainties 



Combination Method
Swim H1 and ZEUS data to the same grid points: 

New measurements are obtained by building the χ2 estimate: 





Study of the gluon-gluon amplitude
(above the saturation region)

One of the major results from HERA is that, at low x, F2 is dominated by the 
gluon density. The study of the gluon dynamics is very interesting because
of its importance to other physics reactions, like Higgs production at LHC,
but also because it is a fundamental quantity, which is comparable to black 
body radiation in QED. 

The dynamics of the gluon distribution at low x is determined by the amplitude 
for the scattering of a gluon on a gluon, described by the BFKL eq.

which can be solved in terms of the eigenfunctions of the kernel 

in LO                                                  with                         for fixed           



The BFKL eq., with the fixed αs predicts that the rate of rise λ  is only 
slowly varying with Q2 , λ  ~ 0.3 (in NLO). Therefore, the prevailing opinion was 
that the BFKL analysis was not applicable to HERA data.

First hints that   
λ  can be 
substantially 
varying with Q2  
in BFKL was 
given in PL 668 
(2008) 51 by 
EKR

The rate of rise λ 
F2 ~ (1/x)λ

Lipatov 86 & EKR 2008: BFKL solutions with the running αs are 
substantially different from solutions with the fixed αs.



in NLO, with running αs, the BFKL frequency becomes k-dependent, ν(k)
and is determined, in the semiclassical approximation for slowly varying ν(k),

ν has to become a function of k because ω  cannot depend on k.
from

For sufficiently large k, the above equation no longer has a real solution 
for ν. The transition from real to imaginary values of ν(k) singles out a 
special value of k=kcrit, such that ν(kcrit)=0.  The solutions below and above 
this critical momentum kcrit have to match which fixes the phase of ef’s.
Near k=kcrit, the BFKL eq. becomes the Airy eq. which is solved by the 
Airy eigenfunctions 
 

with

for k<<kcrit the Airy function has the asymptotic behaviour 

This gives rise to two bounday conditions at k=kcrit and at k=k0 
and leads to the quantization condition



The first 
eight 

eigenfunctions
determined at  

η=0

⇓ kcrit

⇓ kcrit



Logarithms of the critical momenta 



Eigenvalues ω



Non-Hermitian kernel

 k and k’ are not entering the kernel in a symmetric way
⇓



Comparison with HERA data
Discreet Pomeron Green function

Integrate with the photon and 
proton impact factors



Proton impact factor

The fit is not sensitive to the particular form of the impact factor
as long as it is positive and k < O(1) GeV.  The support of the proton 
impact factor is much smaller than the oscillation period of fn  and 

because the frequencies ν have a limited range

➤  many eigenfunctions have to contribute and
 η has to be a function of n



The frequencies ν(k)



The qualities of fits for various numbers 
of eigenfunctions and overlaps

Note that the differences in the fit qualities would be negligible if the 
errors where more than 2-times larger 

➤ new data are crucial for finding the right solution



The final fit 
performed with 
120 ef’s and 
30 overlaps 

and 5 flavours



The rate of rise λ 
F2 ~ (1/x)λ

The first successful pure BFKL desciption of the λ plot.

 For many years it was claimed that BFKL analysis was not applicable to 
HERA data because of the observed substantial variation of λ with Q2





 η - ω   relation

In LO  with  

This led to the original assumption of a constant phase (Lipatov 86), up 
to nπ,  and gave the relation 

In NLO  



 ηΛ - ω   relation



physical interpretation of the ηΛ - ω relation  

The polynomial term contains information about the non-perturbative 
gluonic dynamics inside the pomeron because the BFKL equation can be 
considered to be analogous to the Schroedinger equation of the 
interacting two gluon system. This analogy suggests that the 
perturbative wave functions can be smoothly extended to very low 
virtualities, i.e. into the non-perturbative region. 

➤  Universal Pomeron?  

Can be checked experimentally at EIC by determining the  ηΛ - ω 
relation eg in diffractive reaction on the nuclei.  



physical interpretation of the ηΛ - ω relation  

The singular term is generated by the perturbative effects which 
were not fully taken into account in our evaluation. This term is 
sensitive to the high k behaviour of the glue-glue amplitude, much 
beyond the virtualities which are actually tested in the experiment.
This is due to the fact that the values of kcrit are growing quickly with 
the increase of the eigenfunction number and that HERA data 
indicate clearly that a lot of ef’s give significant contributions. The 
high k region is not suppressed in the phase so that already the phase 
of the 10th ef is due to the integration over the k region which is 

above the thresholds of BSM particles.   
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